
Online safety in 
online learning



Currently, a third of the world´s 
population is using some form of social 
media to communicate. Therefore, we 
should get acquainted with the rules of 
social media communication etiquette 
and principles of healthy communication.



The social media have a strong influence 
on our identity, our e-reputation, and our 
brand. It can be difficult to remove the 
information or images we do not want to 
be public any longer. For this reason, it is 
important to regularly check the 
information the internet provides about 
you and have your privacy settings under 
control.



The skills of using the internet effectively 
and responsibly are called “digital 
citizenship”. Good digital citizenship 
represents creating lasting relationships, 
expressing empathy with other users, 
mastering digital literacy, securing digital 
devices and setting aside time away from 
digital devices.



Fake news has become a growing 
phenomenon on the internet and the need 
for critical thinking has become apparent. 
It is very important to check news sources 
and dates, be attentive toward photos, 
make questions and do your independent 
research.



The attention should be paid to the risk 
connected with not protecting your 
privacy and personal information. Be 
especially attentive to keeping your 
personal information private and create 
strong passwords. 



In conclusion, social media provide us 
many benefits, but we must still bear in 
mind that some rules concerning 
communication, critical thinking and 
keeping our privacy should be followed. 



If you want to get more 
information about this topic, 
do not hesitate to study our 
additional resources.

https://neet-system.eu/



Thanks!
Any questions?
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